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As the Wiccan Wheel of the Year comes to a close, we celebrate Samhain, a time when the veil
is thin and the ancestors commune with us more freely in the mundane world. This is an
especially fun time of year in nature, as the leaves begin to change colors and the cool crisp air
of fall begins to blanket the land. Halloween time is alive and well in October, as everyone gets
ready for their spooky night on the town. No matter how you celebrate, may this time be of
great joy and may our beloved ones on the other side be honored and remembered. Samhain
Blessings!!

CORRELLIAN SPOTLIGHT - RT. REV. A LYSSA MAXON KEMP AP, CCE
We at the Correllian Times would like to congratulate the First Elder of
the Tradition on the birth of her very beautiful little girl! Welcome to
the family little one!! Now it is time to introduce our treasured First
Elder...

Rt. Rev. Alyssa Maxon Kemp is a Correllian Arch Priestess and Elder.
She is the Head of the Dancers of Shakti Temple, Tabula Rasa Personal
Shrine, and the Order of Artificers, and holds the positions of Armorial
Grand Deemstress and First Elder. She is also a degree mentor for
Correllian Educational Ministries through WitchSchool.

  Lady Alyssa first began her training through WitchSchool in Year 5 Aq
(2005 CE) under Rev. Kai Aidan and received her First Degree in Year
6 Aq (2006 CE) at the Lustration of the Living in Piqua, Ohio. She then
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studied through Blv. Rev. Dr. Rodney Dysinger, and received her Second Degree in Year 7 Aq
(2007 CE) at the Lustration of the Living in Rossville, Illinois. She was the Head of the former
Spiral Light Proto-Temple of Connecticut, under the Imperium of Blv. Rt. Rev. Windy Lajoie,

from Year 6 Aq (2006 CE) until its dissolution in Year 9 Aq
(2009 CE). Lady Alyssa then studied with First Priestess,
M. Rev. Stephanie Neal and received her long-awaited
Third Degree in Year 14 Aq (2014 CE) at the Lustration of
the Ancestors in Danville, Illinois.

Lady Alyssa was born in
Greenwich, Connecticut in the fall
of Year 1585 Pi (1985 CE), where

she lives today. In mundane life, she is a wife, mother, Licensed
Massage Therapist, and Certified Biodynamic Craniosacral
Practitioner. She is the adopted niece of Correllian First Priest and
Chancellor M. Rev. Donald Lewis-Highcorrell, and as such is a
member of the Mabelline branch of the High-Correll family.

She became Co-Head of the Dancers of Shakti Temple, one of the oldest
Temples in the Tradition, in Year 10 Aq (2010 CE) under M. Rev. Donald
Lewis, and became Head of the Temple in her own right in Year 17 Aq (2017
CE).

Left: Rt. Rev. Alyssa just prior to her First Degree Initiation at the Lustration of
the Living Year 6 Aq (2006 CE) in Piqua, OH

 As an Artificer, Lady Alyssa is the premier crafter of Heraldic Banners for the
Tradition and the author of the Correllian Heraldry booklet. She first began

crafting banners in Year 11 Aq (2011 CE), and continues
crafting them to this day. She became Head of the Order of
Artificers in Year 13 Aq (2013 CE). Founded by Rev.
Dragonfly, this Order is the crafting Order of the Tradition, and
its members are responsible for making Tradition Heraldry,
Regalia, ritual tools, Sigils, and crafts of all kinds.

  Lady Alyssa was made an Arch Priestess of the Tradition in
Year 17 Aq (2017 CE), while nine months pregnant with her
first child, who was born 12 days later and named Mable after the Beloved Ancestor and First
Priestess, Mable Sandberg-HighCorrell. In Year 19 Aq (2019 CE) she was installed as Armorial
Grand Deemstress of the Tradition, responsible for all Correllian Heraldry, Regalia, and
decoration.
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In Year 20 Aq (2020 CE) Lady Alyssa was acclaimed as the Acting First
Elder of the Correllian Tradition, after the former First Elder, Rt. Rev. Ser
Ed Hubbard, retired in office. Retired in Office, Ser Ed returned to service
as First Elder after the crossing of Blv. Rt Rev Windy Lajoie. Ser Ed
agreed to remain as First Elder until the new First Elder became apparent,
and will now return to retirement, though he remains a member of the
Council of Elders and Paladin General. In advancing her for the office Ser
Ed said that he regarded Lady Alyssa as only possible successor.

Lady Alyssa also shared a special relationship with Ser Ed’s predecessor,
Blv. Rt. Rev. Windy Lajoie, who died in office in Year 18 Aq (2018 CE). She was honored to
preside over Lady Windy’s Funeral and final Ritual of Remembrance.
 
Lady Alyssa was fully invested as First Elder of the Correllian Nativist
Tradition in Year 21 Aq (2021 CE).

Lady Alyssa succeeds the following as First Elders of the Correllian
Tradition: Blv. Frank High Correll, Blv. Gloria High Correll, Blv. Virginia

Bitterwind Smith, Rt Rev Ser Ed Hubbard, M Rev Stephanie
Leon Neal, Blv. Windy Lajoie

Though not commonly used Lady Alyssa's full titulary is:

Her Right Reverend Excellency Alyssa Maxon Kemp First Elder of the
Correllian Tradition, Arch Priestess and Elder, Member of the Witan Council,
Princess of Blood and Faith, Armorial Grand Deemstress of Tradition, Head of
the Temple of the Dancers of Shakti and  Tabula Rasa Shrine

LORD DON’S CORNER
By M. Rev. Donald Lewis-Highcorrell

Greetings all,

The Samhain season is upon us here in the Northern Hemisphere,
and with it I find my mind turning to the Ancestors. Of course, I
mean by this those familial and philosophical Ancestors who have
guided me throughout my life. But I also find myself thinking of a
different group of Ancestors: those people whom I knew in this life
that have since taken their place among the Ancestors. Many
people who I once worked with regularly in this physical life are

now among the Ancestors, as we all one day will be.
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Most recently I was informed that Rev RoxAnna ‘Serenity’ Burkhart had joined the Ancestors.
Rev RoxAnna was for many years the Assistant Dean at Witch School, working closely with
then Dean Rev Karla Summers -now also among the Ancestors. Rev Virginia Powell,
Deemstress of Records in that same era is now among the Ancestors. And of course, our
beloved First Elders Rt Rev Windy Lajoie and First Elder Rt Rev Virginia ‘Bitterwind’ Smith
have also joined the Ancestors. All of these people and others who were once part of my daily
life have entered the Court of the Ancestors in just the last few years.

Don’t worry -this is not going to be a ‘you know you’re getting old when you only hear about
your friends in the obituary section’ article. It is rather sobering when the number of old friends
now among the Ancestors begins to mount, but as Pagans we know that death is a part of life
and comes to all of us in time. Rather all of these old friends joining the Ancestors gives me a
very different thought. It makes me ask the question: what kind of Ancestors are we going to be
for our descendants? What kind of Ancestors are we preparing to be right now? Will the legacy
we leave behind help them? Are we doing a good enough job building that legacy? What can
we do better? Are we even thinking in these terms -and if not, why not? For we will all be in the
Court of the Ancestors one day.

Ancestors offer two things to their physical and spiritual descendants. The first is the spiritual
guidance and aid that they give as Ancestors through oracles and direct spiritual action. The
second is a physical legacy: the worldly position they leave their descendants in, the worldly
tools they bequeath, the worldly skills and understandings they have taught us. It is truly said
that ‘We stand upon the shoulders of our Ancestors’ so we must be conscious of how high we
will lift our own descendants.

The Pagan community has many needs, and many of those needs are not the ‘fun’ things that
everyone wants to do but the harder aspects that few care to take on. We need infrastructure. We
need sustainability. Few people join the Pagan movement with a burning desire to join the
Records Office or to become a Pagan lawyer or a Pagan accountant -but Gods know we need
those things as much as we need anything else and sometimes more. One thing we have a
particular and desperate need for are resources aimed at the next generation and the acceptance
of that next generation as they rise up to become our future.

Too often over the years I have seen people calling themselves Pagans all but beating the
younger generation away with sticks, then wondering why their groups have no young
members, why young people ‘don’t listen to them’ despite the fact that when those same young
people wanted to listen to them they scorned them. This is a self-defeating and
Tradition-destroying behavior that we as Correllians must always be careful to avoid. Our past
is our foundation, but a foundation is only as valuable as the house that is built upon it, and that
house must be maintained from generation to generation lest it fall into ruin and disrepair.
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There is a reason that the Samhain holiday also has such an emphasis on children, and that is
that an Ancestor without descendants of one kind or another is just a memory. So, as we move
through the Samhain season, I find myself not only thinking of the Ancestors but also trying to
think AS the Ancestor that I will one day be. Of course, as Chancellor of Tradition, this way of
thinking is not new to me, but I find it intensified as I grow older. What can I do now to better
prepare for what will be needed when I am no longer physically here? How can we better
prepare the road for those who will walk it after?

This Samhain, as we observe the liturgical New Year, I ask you to join me in thinking not just of
the past but also of the future, of what we are building as much as what we have inherited. I
pledge to focus on these issues throughout the coming year, and I ask you to join me in that
focus so that together we can continue to build a better future for ourselves and our descendants.

Blessings to all!

M. Rev. Donald Lewis-Highcorrell
First Priest and Chancellor, Correllian Tradition
Vox Correllianus, Apu Tanglaw Liwanag, Member Triad Union

LADY STEPHANIE’S CORNER - PSYCHISM DEVELOPMENT

By Stephanie Leon Neal

An article taken from Rev. Neal’s new book, ~The Tea Cup Oracle~

Some folks have difficulty listening to their psychic self, or those that
have phenomenal awareness of their psychicism, yet desires to further
refine this skill. As always, the qualifier is this is one of many ways for
psychic development.

An excellent reader is one who is naturally empathetic to others needs and
actively listens to both the seeker and psychic thought. Psychism can be developed through
meditation, music, art, dance, and trance. Additionally, development occurs through movement,
no movement, thought, no thought, peace versus tribulation, and experiencing the ever present
now. All this is self-exploration, where we can examine causes to predict effects, and find new
inspiration through expressing psychic thought. When we read our divination tool, we are
exploring the possibilities open to us.

Now of course, there are folks that study the Tarot through reading books about the subject,
studying the decks and books that come with the deck for the rest of their lives, which I call
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Tarot scholars; because as you study one deck it helps you learn all decks. If you learn the
Rider, Waite, Smith deck or the Tarot De Marseille Deck you can read any deck. Studying
different decks is likened to studying wildlife in the sea, each fish is different yet all live in the
same fluent element. All are different fish, yet all are unique.

Or consider tea leaf reading for psychic development, one may read all the books available, yet
while practicing this divination skill, one quickly realizes the tea leaves welcome you to
examine their oracle world inside the circle of the cup.

You see, everyone has natural psychic abilities; some just need to believe in their own skills
while others need a little push past the wide-open gate at which point listening to psychic
thought becomes easier and easier to receive.

Psychic skills help develop our life’s experiences and heightens soul awareness while we are
experiencing our lifetimes, we are expressing our Higher-self in many forms; seeing the
connection of our psychicism, divination and life itself.

Purposes for refining psychic skills are many, in relationship to psychic services such as Tarot
reading, crystal ball reading, medicine wheel divination, tea leaf reading, just to name a few
divination practices.

If psychic development is not both practical and spiritually nourishing, an individual may not
see the need to develop psychic skills. Over time it takes actionable steps to produce effective
readings. Just to let you know, what you already know; you have already been prepared and
equipped with everything you need, you already own the tools required to use psychic thought
effectively.

You already hold the Akashic records within your mind taking you anywhere, to any being and
any time.

- Based on the psychologist Carl Jung’s, view: “is that the mind has four segments, the
conscious, subconscious, unconscious, and the collective unconscious.” The collective
unconscious are all minds whoever lived in the past, present and all minds in the future, an
Akashic record if you will, which means we have the answers residing inside, we are a recorder
collecting information. Thus, every divination tool helps the reader to find the answers within;
moving one step further, every symbol that crosses our path and every being we meet on our
journey is a vault of knowledge from which hope and guidance is given.

You are seated within imagination, the vehicle that delivers you to the open gates of psychic
thought. Imagination is both a vehicle and delivery system working between the trifold of first,
the mind, then imagination, delivering the psychic mind (astral plane,) then pulled into the
physical plane.

Imagination is also a movable laboratory that creates new things, events, outlooks, new ideas
and new scenarios through you for you. You think it, create it and you deliver it.
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You also own and operate a guidance system which runs on your consistent emotions, your
guidance system informs you through your feelings. You have no soul; you are a spectacular
soul emitting a pure clear language out into the universe through your emotions through will.
This is why the Universe sets up opportunities for us to become more aware of how we, with
Source, create. While cultivating psychic awareness all this comes into play adding to our
everyday life, our culture, our belief systems, nature, science, and spirituality, all to express our
creativity through how we live our lives. All focused on the message, remembering we are not
here to present a message, we are the message living life with full awareness of our natural
instincts through self-expression.

Believe in yourself because you are complete in your-self at this very moment. Now make sure
you are not holding onto belief systems that hinder how you live. Identify blocks and render
them useless, because they do not serve you.

Actively approach your lighted vehicle (your imagination), you; a radiant soul entering a lighted
star ship, that leads to open psychic gates, then walk through those gates ready to communicate
with the ages, actively listening for guidance or giving guidance, looking for confirmations,
new ideas. Some forget to ask questions and some forget to wait for the answers. All this is
based on trust; trusting in your being, your skills, trusting the one who lovingly created you for
eons, gave you everything you needed to create your radiant life.

Once you have listened and received sound communication the next big leap is to speak it out
verbally if you are reading for another. The general steps are:

1. Approach the psychic gates through thought.

2. Move through the gates’ by will

3. Enter your lighted imagination starship, fueled by trust.

4. Communicate by actively listening and asking questions.

5. Select and receive information through symbol or sensing.

6. Speak what you are receiving.

7. Apply what you are receiving; another way to say this, is take action on what you are
receiving by speaking.

The divination tool is a springboard ushering us into symbols, though we can begin with just
symbols, to become aware of our psychic open gate which holds psychic thought inside
imagination. The unfocused ego always says, “but wait you first need to do this or need to do
that before you can acquire psychic thought.” No. Isn’t it just like the unfocused ego to promise
something we already possess.
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Some say most readers use a divination tool as a foothold into a predictive state of mind, though
this is not necessary. We do not need to work for something that already belongs to us. It is not
necessary to work with any divination tool however it is more enjoyable for some to work with
a divination tool as a companion, this is your choice.

Now for divination, begin by clearly stating what symbol on the card you are going to use as a
springboard or the shape found inside your tea cup or the formations the squirrel creates while
running across your garden, essentially, stating what you see in the form. The symbol or word
and tool are all springboards; in fact, if you have a key word attached to each card or a tea leaf
symbol then that too is a springboard moving you into other words and phrases. Interpret the
form adding phases as you listen to Spirit’s direction, your mind, your Higher-self; trusting in
your own Deity given abilities.

Say what you see, say what you hear because some folks hear messages audibly or say what
you feel or sense when considering what the object or word is presenting.

We all easily approach psychic thought through thought, you see a new dance is created through
dance, a new sculpture is created by sculpting, new music is created by music, a new craft is
created by crafting. Your mind’s thoughts move you into imagination thoughts, in turn ushers
you into psychic thoughts, pushing you past the symbol.

Sending Love and Light Your Way,

Rev. Stephanie Leon Neal

Correllian.com
StephanieLeonNeal.com

TEA THYME WITH MOTHER & CRONE

By: Rev. Ser Mylinda Whiteley

Have you already seen an episode of our weekly show Tea
Thyme
with Mother & Crone? If not, you are missing it! We offer
a unique perspective on all things pagan and witch. Me
fantasy name is Rev. Ser Mylinda Whiteley but Mylinda is
well. I am the "Mother" of the program. Then I have my lovely
counterpart and friend, Lady Pamela Maxwell Griffith, or Pam,
who constitutes the 'Crone' aspect of our program. We discuss the
magical and medicinal benefits of various herbs / flowers in what
it concerns not only tea but also other applications. Every week

we deal with different topics related to paganism, magic and everything related to witchcraft.
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We provide a unique perspective as we approach the issues as a duo (sometimes with points of
view similar and sometimes with different points of view) and almost nothing is off limits.

We have a weekly giveaway where you can listen to the keyword of each program and have
a chance to win Tea Thyme with Mother & Crone merchandise. All you have to
do is give a "like" to our Facebook page, Tea Thyme with Mother & Crone, and
subscribe to our YouTube channel (with the same name). Then send an email
email with the keyword of the week to teathymemc@gmail.com to have the
chance to win.

We want to hear from you! If there's a special tea, herb, or topic you'd like
Let's talk, send us a message on our Facebook page or send us an email.

October schedule:
All things Samhain!! And all things witchy!! Join us for a lot of fun and be careful you may
learn a thing or two!

Rev. Ser Mylinda Whiteley AKA Mother Lady Pamela Maxwell Griffith AKA Crone

Facebook: Tea Thyme with Mother & Crone - https://www.facebook.com/TeaThymeMC

YouTube: Tea Thyme with Mother & Crone -
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCtnBrRJz7lqktBOz3SrzpNw

Email: teathymemc@gmail.com
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You can also find us on iTunes, Spotify and other podcast platforms under “Witch School”
along with other amazing shows.

Thank you all for your continued support!

THE MEN’S GREEN TENT: BEING TRUE TO YOURSELF

By Rev. Ser Chad Blackman

Hello my brothers and welcome to this month’s article. Hopefully each of
you gets something useful out of this short snippet in our Correllian Times
paper. Though it is meant for the male members, I encourage everyone to
take a peek and maybe you’ll get something out of it even if you think it
doesn’t relate to you. This month let’s take a peek at being true to oneself. In
our society today, we have seen a somewhat steep rise in suicides, men

shaming and downright disparaging themes going all around hating on the male members of
society based on the actions of a few. It might even just be reminiscent of prior offenses
committed in earlier times. Whatever the case, we cannot be discouraged. Looking back several
centuries, we find that the patriarchal systems existed even in that time but many cultures never
observed them in their male community. We had the males working alongside their counterparts
hand in hand and having those meaningful conversations we have long forgotten in society
today. All sides of the parties encouraged and upheld each other in respect until one was proven
to exhibit otherwise. This speaks enormously to the ways of doing right by each other. As I’ve
heard in times past, the old ways were sometimes better and simpler. Today, we hear ultimatums
and standards that are mainstream but not the truest of intentions to better the relations of men
and women in our society. It is simply wounds that never heal and are never addressed properly
by the people who matter most. People all around need to learn to be considerate of situations,
people and the environment we ourselves create or allow to be created. Males as a member of
this society cannot fulfill our role with so many teaching us virtues that do not ring true to our
nature. Our ancestors of the day had dual roles in their community and household. What is reel
life is not real life as we see in the movies and documentaries. Men often took care of home just
as the women would, switching off as necessary. At the same time, men could be strong and yet
speak their piece among the community when called upon or they felt necessary. The cohesion
of the clan or community was twofold among members. If one was suffering then all were
suffering. Despite the canceled culture and other negatives in our society, I ask that all my
brothers be your true self and follow your calling. I implore the other members of our society to
reach out and support these wonderful males trying to be more like our ancestors. Not in a
patriarchal manner but in a well-developed male member of our society with strength of
character and emotional stability. Let’s reach and help those who have fallen by the wayside.
Let’s quit judging prematurely the whole of a gender no matter the gender. Until next time,
blessed be.

Rev. Chad B
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*The views and opinions expressed in this article are the sole property of the writer. They
do not reflect the opinion or views of the Correllian Times, staff or any other third parties.

THE WOMEN’S RED TENT

By Rev. Pamela Griffith, HPS

Samhain is upon us, and it is time to start to prepare for a visit with
our ancestors. Now is a time for reflection and evaluation. As
women we set the tones many times for our households.

Now is the time for reflection and shadow work. Look back over
the year and see where things were good and where they needed a

little help.

Now is a great time to start to teach your children about the circle of life or the wheel of the
year. Growing up on a farm gives you a great insight into the cyclical times of the year. You
know when to plant, reap, and rest the fields. You also see life and death in the animals that you
eat. It was a part of daily life and has made transitions a little easier since you know that it is
part of the cycle.

If we can explain to our children about death and rebirth and how that affects our lives it will
make them a little more aware of the cycles of life. You have good and bad, day and night, life
and death. Simple ideas but life altering learning experiences.

I cannot see a better way than to start with the changing leaves and their rebirth in spring. If we
spend a little time with our children thru this month and prepare them for Samhain, they will
learn that they are never alone, their ancestors are right there behind you.

What a great way to honor our ancestors then to remember them and share those memories with
our children. And what better way to celebrate those ancestors than to have your children be
able to help you set the altar and participate in the ritual.

This is a great time to do a little bit of fall cleaning. Soon, up north, you will begin to get cold
and will be spending more time indoors. What a nice feeling it would be to declutter before the
winter really hits.

Samhain gives us a time to reflect and recharge ourselves to better be prepared for the cold dark
months to come. To clean out clutter and get a little organized will definitely destress you and
it’s a great way to look for Halloween costumes!!

THE RAINBOW TENT:
by Rev. Silas Mimir HP ~
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The Rainbow Tent monthly meetings have been temporarily suspended due to a lack of interest.
If you have interest please look for us on facebook at:

http://www.facebook.com/groups/rainbowtent

When an interest for monthly meetings increases, we will discuss a time and day for the
monthly Zoom meetings.

KRYSTEL CAVALIERS - “SAMHAIN SAFETY: T RICK-OR-TREATING IN A PANDEMIC”
By: Rev. Ser Eboni Nash

Samhain, also known as Halloween, is one of the most favorite times of the
year, when everyone gets to dress up in fun costumes and go get tasty treats
from our neighbors and friends. This year, as we still battle the pandemic, it
is even more important that kids pay attention to their surroundings & do
their best to maintain safe habits when going out on Halloween night. Here
are a few things to keep in mind as you participate in festivities:

1. Always wear your mask outside while trick or treating
2. Wash your hands once you get back from gathering candy & before you put candy in

your mouth.  It’s just another way to eliminate as many germs as possible.
3. Maintain social distances as often as possible when out
4. Avoid big groups of people.  If one house has a lot of kids in front, go to a less crowded
house until less people are present
5. Be sure to follow all local guidelines and curfews

These are just a few things that kids can do to stay safe. No matter what, your parents have
answers to any pandemic questions that come up. Always be sure to check with them before
you head out. Samhain can and will be a great time, but always stay safe and be aware of what
is going on around you. Many blessings & Happy Samhain!!!
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WITCH SCHOOL HAPPENINGS

By Rev. Ser Laurie Denman High-Correll, Arch Priestess CCE, Dean of Students and Mentoring at WSI

Greetings Witch School Family,

The 20th Anniversary is here! The 20th Anniversary is here! On 9/4/2001
Witchschool.com was born. Over 2,000 accounts were created that first
day. Today we have over 288,000 accounts on the site with accounts in 190
countries around the world. WSI will be celebrating this milestone
anniversary for the next year. Two new features were rolled out as part of
the anniversary.

The first new feature is available to anyone visiting our website, The
Virtual Candle. You can select a wide variety of candles from 14 different Candle Categories
and light a perpetual virtual candle for a donation of $5. Each purchase allows you to leave a
message with your candle. Donors are emailed a unique Candle ID code so that you, or anyone
you share the code with, can visit your specific Virtual Candle at any time. All funds raised
from the Virtual Candle will go towards supporting CEM Broadcasting which brings you video
and audio content throughout the year via Magick TV via YouTube, which is also frequently
shared on Facebook, and Pagan’s Tonight Radio via BlogTalkRadio. Pagan’s Tonight Radio has
recently restarted their talk show format, broadcasting Tuesday through Friday evenings at 10
PM Eastern US time, with replays always available in the archives. Simply go to
Witchschool.com and click on the Virtual Candle menu tab on the main page to light your
candle today!

https://www.youtube.com/user/MagickTv

https://www.blogtalkradio.com/witchschool

The second new website feature is only available to Supporting Members and is included at no
additional fee in their membership, the Virtual Box. The content of the Virtual Box will vary
month to month, but each box will be packed with things that can improve your magickal
practice. Supporting Members can access the current Virtual Box from the site’s main page
utilizing the Subscription Virtual Box tab or from your WSI Dashboard left hand menu, which
also allows access to archived versions of the Virtual Box. We also want to use the Virtual Box
to showcase our many talented WSI family members. If you are an artist, musician, poet, story
teller, or creative person in any way, we want to give you a large audience to share your work
with. If you would like to be a contributor to the Virtual Box on a one time or recurring basis,
please reach out to Ser Ed Hubbard at Ed@Witchschool.com.

Blessed Be,
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The Witch School Team

Main Witch School Site - www.witchschool.com

Witch School the Official Page on Facebook - https://www.facebook.com/TheWitchSchool

Witch School International Facebook Group - https://www.facebook.com/groups/witchschool/

SO YOU WANNA BE A WITCH!

At Witch School, you will find a variety of courses to take on many different
Magical and Metaphysical subjects including, all the Degree Courses to become
Clergy of the Correllian Nativist Tradition of Wicca. Witch School offers Free
Basic Membership and Supporting Membership options.

So come fly on by and take a look at what Witch School has to offer.

www.witchschool.com

TRADITION NEWS

Have you checked out Correllian Publishing? https://correllian-publishing.myshopify.com/.

You’ll discover a variety of products including the infamous Lord Don Tarot decks. What are
you waiting for?  Go visit the site today!!

Blue Door Upcoming Class:

FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 4, 2022 AT 12 PM EST – 4 PM EST

Addressing family injuries with tarot of Hekate

Class by Phoenix Coffin - Williams and Correllian Membership Hub

Price: Free

Public  · Anyone on or off Facebook

This 4hour intensive teaches experienced tarot readers how to utilize the wisdom of the tarot of
Hekate to get glimpses into past, present, and future issues in family relationships.
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This intensive also discusses how to utilize this information to design healing services. You
must have a Tarot of Hekate Deck by Rev. Donald Lewis to utilize this method. You will need
this deck for the class.

Successful completion of this intensive will come with a certificate of completion and students
already enrolled in the blue door can add this class to their transcript. The price for this
intensive is FREE however all donations will support future Blue Door and Correllian events.

Requirements

Must own a tarot of hekate deck by Rev. Don Lewis

3+ years experience reading cards professionally

Must be age 18+ due to themes related to trauma

https://www.facebook.com/events/4490565297667180?acontext=%7B%22event_action_history
%22%3A[%7B%22surface%22%3A%22group%22%7D]%7D

INITIATIONS
If any Shrines, Proto Temples or Temples would like to submit their
initiates, we would be pleased to announce initiations of degree
students! Congratulate them on all their hard work!! If you or someone
you know is about to move up in the Priesthood, send us the name and
degree and we will gladly announce it. correlliantimes@gmail.com.

Remote initiations are coming up! To participate, please email Rev.
Laurie at RevLaurie@witchschool.com. Please include your degree
number in the email. Zoom links will be provided in the confirmation
email along with information about the Rite.  These dedications are performed in English.

● Outer Court Dedications will be held on Saturday October 9th at 3 PM eastern. Deadline
to register has passed but email for future dedications.

● First Degree on Saturday November 20th at 4 PM eastern. Deadline to register is
November 6th.

● Second Degree on Saturday December 4th at 1 PM eastern. Deadline to register is
November 28th.

● Third Degree on Saturday December 4th at 3 PM.  Deadline to register is November 28th.

CORRELLIAN TRIVIA
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This month’s trivia question:

What is the best piece of advice could you give me to become more
active within this Tradition?

Find out the answer in next month’s edition!

Last month’s trivia question:

What is the current Correllian House of Contemplation?

Answer: Current Correllian Houses of Contemplation include:

Chosen Path House of Contemplation of Jacksonville Florida, USA
House Head: Rt. Rev. Laurie Denman, AP, CCE

For more information about Chosen Path House of Contemplation write Chosen Path Church
House of Contemplation

TAROT AND ASTROLOGY

by Rev. Silas Mimir HP ~

Hello and welcome to Spooky October! This month for our Tarot spread, we bring you a
special Halloween spread from Evvie Marin at
http://www.interrobangtarot.com.
The cards are as follows:

1. A Trick
2. A Treat
3. Something Precious
4. Something Powerful
5. Something Funny
6. Something Unsettling
7. A Remembrance
8. A Thrill

Welcome to Astrology for October. This month,
we will keep it relatively short. On October 7th,
Venus enters Sagittarius. Romantic energy shifts
from intense to buoyant. Romantic adventures, as

well as a straightforward–even blunt–approach to love, are on the agenda. Later on in the
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month on October 23rd the Sun will enter Scorpio. Scorpio is the sign of depth, intimacy, and
extremes of feeling. Superficiality simply will not do with the Sun in Scorpio–we want to get to
the bottom of matters. Mediocrity does not satisfy either. Efforts to repurpose, recycle, salvage,
and transform can be successful. We’re especially successful at organizing, researching,
investigating, and analyzing. We will finish out October on Eve of Halloween with Mars
entering Scorpio. In Scorpio, Mars is driven and focused on getting what it wants. We are
persevering, single-minded, and strong. The desire to experience our emotional depths, as well
as the urge to penetrate the surface of life in order to explore deeper levels of existence, is
powerful. Thanks for joining us! We’ll see you next month! (Astrology from
http://www.cafeastrology.com)

SPIRIT ANIMALS AND TOTEMS: W OLF

By Lady Wolfciara, HP

Greetings, and welcome to the new article-series that will
focus on one spirit-animal/totem each month, and have some
facts about the said animal, too. I do hope that you will find
the articles interesting, and I have had a lot of fun writing
them, and learned a lot while doing it, too. This month, I will
write almost everything about the beautiful creature the
Wolf, which also is one of my Familiar Totems. I am so
fascinated by this animal, and feel so humble towards it.
There are a lot of myths, and sad stories about the Wolf, and

I wanted to demystify this fantastic animal. Also give some knowledge about how it is to walk
with a Wolf as a power animal. Share the story with my Wolf Shira. And how I came to meet
her and why she chose me as her companion.

"Is to nature almost like a greyhound, and running because of that, fairly easy. Her eyes shine
into the darkness, also as the cats do. She is the one among the cruelest beast of prey, which
before 1720 hardly was familiar to us. In the summer they aren't skin a flint, as they are during
winter, and they are more solitary, but during wintertime, when they are hungry, they go in big
heaps. The farmer has feared to mention wolf outside, he rather calls him by the names Paws or
Grey"

(Linné, Lectures over Animal Kingdom)

History

Canis Lupus is the Latin name, in what we in daily words name as Wolf. The name Wolf comes
originally from Former-Germanic words, and means actually "slayer" or "strangler". In Swedish
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it is called "varg", in Southern European Latin-countries it's called "lobo", "lupo", or "loup" –
different variations on the Latin word: Lupus, in Finland it's called Susi, in Estonian, it's called
Hunt, and in German Wolf. The word Wolf is of Indo-European origins, and the meaning for
Wolf is "plundering animals" or "tearing animals". The Icelandic name for it is "Wolfr", and
has the meaning "robbers", "outlaw", and "thief".

The appearance of a wolf has many people quite a good presentiment about, but the first
predatory animal ancestors alike, not at all looked like it did as today's wild dog animals. There
were several different "predatory animal types' ' for approximately 50 and 60 millions years
ago. Then, the animal there was an animal that has been called Miacis, that was a small
marten-like animal with elongated body, long tails, and short legs. It is from these relatives that
the family Miacidae with a good knowledge, as the predatory animal families – martens, cat
animals, bear animals, and so on - was developed to what they are today.

The development during millions of years since then, became the branches that were specialized
out on the family tree. The animal dogs' ancestors – that was tinier with a weasel shaped body,
but had the same kind of teeth that the Wolves of today have – their golden age were
approximately 30-40 millions years ago. The name of this animal is Cynodictis. Some millions
years after this, and further splits of the family tree, gives us a dog animal that looks more like
our dog animals that we have today. The Tomarctus showed to have had several more toes,
longer legs, and shorter tail, than those previous on the family tree, which had bears and
raccoons on the same family line. They divided themselves from the tree approximately 15- 20
millions years ago.

Our wild dogs of today, developed from the Tomarctus.There were living giant wolves – Canis
Dirus- on earth, from where the wolf we know today is developed. It was bigger than any now
living animal dog, and was hunting big grass eaters, such as giant deer, giant camel, giant bison.
All those four animals are today extinct. About one to two millions, arose a one wolf that
generally lived, and looked like wolves of today do. It's considered that the dog animals have
been developed on North America's continent, and from there emigrated to both
South-America, and to the Old World via the land bridge that existed at Bering's strait. The
family of Canidae, counts today up to between 7 to 15 different families, with 35 to 37 different
articles, depending on what taxonomic one chooses. The relatives within the family have had, at

least, 40-something species, that now are extinct, The most common, and
most established subdivision distinguishes 10 families with together 35
species of dog animals.

To the dog animal family of the wolf, we are counting other members of
the family Canis - among others which are read wolf, prairie wolf, dingo,
domestic dog and jackals - and also some of the more deviating members

of the family, which through specializations gets as well as others anatomic distinctive features
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also another figure. In this family we have foxes, mountain fox, wild dog, dohl, man wolf,
marten and forest dog. All members of the Conis family have its typical looks, the long snout
with luxuriant jaws and characteristic garniture with a total of 42 teeth. Their garniture is
showing, and revealing their meat habits. Wolves has 12 small chisel shaped front teeth, that
they can use as a delicate grabbing pliers, and to pull of fur hairs with, or gnaw meat and
tendons from the bones with; 4 long, sturdy and pointed corner teeth's, which they can lock a
bite around an elk throat with; 16 + 10 "cheek teeth", some of which is large and has a grinding
surface - they so called predatory teeth - and others are blunt and bumpy. With the predatory
teeth it cuts straightly through skin, tendons and meat. With the bumpy cheek teeth it crushes
the prey's bones, in order to come into the marrow. This is the armor of the wolf, together with
its strength in running and the cooperation ability. This makes the wolf a very effective hunter.
The wolf is the biggest of all now living animal dogs, and it has a prominent big skull in
relation to the body's size. The combination of a sturdy jaw muscle and a massive cranium gives
the jaws a fantastic strength. With a pressure of up to 1422 pounds per square inch when it bites
together its teeth, one can understand that a wolf can both hold down an elk that weighs about
500 pounds, put it to death and even crush the marrow bones.

The wolf appearances are at the same time, both well known and difficult to describe. For one
that has a close contact with wolves in one way or another, its appearance is so characteristic
that one hardly can mistake it with any other animal. For the one that doesn't have any
experience with wolves, it can on the other hand be difficult without any doubt knowing which
animal one has in front of oneself. A common comment from people that encounter a wolf up
close for the first time is: "I believed they were much bigger" or "It looks like a dog". One has
clearly other illusions and expectations about how wolves should look like. The big colour
variation in the fur doesn't make things easier, when one wants to describe the wolf.

In the Northern part of Europe the most common base colour
is grayish colour with elements of gray brown, brown,
maroon and yellow. Otherwise, the range of colour-is from
purely white to purely black fur colours. White or light
colours are more common amongst the wolves that live on
the tundra in the North Archipelago, and black or dark
wolves you more often found in bushier woodlands - but it is
no absolute rule. A typical Swedish wolf can one
nevertheless describe as a kind of basic type, and if we look a little closer on it. One is
immediately stricken with the fur's many different nuances, and structures on the different parts
of the body. The difference between the thin,soft golden brown hairs behind the ears and the
decimeter long rigid, gray yolk straws with black edges that cover the withers is very apparent.
The leg colour is dirt white or gray brown and sometimes has the Swedish Wolf one clear, black
coloured mark on the front side of the front leg. The face is contrast and richly signed with
white light fields around the mouth and on the cheeks, which being in glaring contrast to the
black lips and those darker hairs that surround the light patches on cheeks and mouth. The gray
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brown colour in the rest of the face is broken off with lighter and darker patches around the
eyes. Every one of these coloured fields and the blots help to clarify "the mimic '', that is an
important piece in the wolf's language.

Also on the rest of the body, are colour shifts that strengthen signals that the wolf wants to
provide. The back hairs are particularly long and clearly coloured over the withers and can be
raised up as a clear marking - the wolf "raises ridge". The bushy tail is black at the tip and has a
clear black spot on the upper side near the tail root, right over it so called violet gland. These
colour markings also help to clarify tail positions and moves that reveal moods and
discrepancies of the wolf. This richly-coloured fur clothing is actually a fur in two stratums. A
soft and thick undercoat nearest the body is concealed by the long covering overcoat, which
amongst others protects the undercoat from wetting. The longest over hair on the wither can be
more than 4 inches long, The wolf shifts between a richly-coloured and thick, winter isolated
fur and a very sparser and a summer fur not so rich in variation.

When the winter fur begins to fall off in the spring to give place for a thinner and cooler
summer fur, the wolf will then change his appearance. The winter's magnificent and robust
wolves suddenly give an entirely slim, almost skinny appearance. In the beginning of the
autumn the winter fur grows back again. The winter fur's insulating ability makes the wolf to
hardly at all be inconvenienced by the chill, not even at -30° F, a special arrangement in the
circulation system's blood maintenance to the legs and the toes deals with the fact that the wolf
neither loses heat or needs "to get cold feet". Facts are that heat is more awkward, and on hot
days can the wolves look for coolness in waters, or on shadow cool, damp land plots when the
common panting with hanging tongue isn't enough. It's otherwise the wolf's - and the dog's -
common ways to make itself rid of surplus heat.

An ordinary grown adult wolf male weighs approximately 88.1 - 110.2 pounds and wolf female
approximately 77.1 - 88.1 pounds. One adult wolf can raise itself on the hind legs and put the
front paws on an adult man's shoulders. It measures approximately equally high as a man is
long. The body measures without the tail between 3.2 and 4.6 feet, and the tail is between 11.8
and 19.6 inch long. In withers height reaches the biggest adult males up to 2.9 feet. The females
are considerably lower. Their full size and weight reach the wolf before a year's age, but it's first
during the second year of life they will become sexually mature. The females can fall in their
first heat when they are about 20 - 22 months old in the late winter time. The males can also
become sexually mature at that age, but are often not"able to consummate" before they are in
their third year.

Most wolves do not become older than 8 - 9 years of age. Occasional animals can become up to
15 years, but a wolf of that age has in the nature difficulty to hunt and to assert itself socially.
The one so far oldest of the Swedish zoo wolves, a female, became 13 years of age. The causes
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of death can be many. Without hesitation the most common reason for a wolf's demise in
modern time is through the people's action in one way or the other. Traps, poisoning and
firearms stands for the majority. Otherwise, the natural causes of death are most diseases of
various kinds and accidents.

Wolves have "chosen to live a hard life during sometimes grim climate situations. They can be
damaged in quarrels between each other or when the preys defend themselves. They can die of
contagious diseases and parasites. Their ecological role puts them up for large strain and the
selection is tough. Half of every wolf that is born never reaches adult age. When the wolf
moves fast forward, by road winning trot, it seems like they are floating ahead in the territory.
The long legs and the narrow breast, that makes the wolf able to hold the elbows close to the
chest, gives the wolf a particularly smooth and energy-saving movement. Without any bigger
effort the wolf can keep a medium speed of 3.7-6.2 miles per hour in their favorite motion trot,
and it can do both 24.8 and 31.0 miles on a night. There is also information about one wolf pack
in Northern Finland that has run 124.3 miles on a day and night.

The wolf is therefore a good runner, that can pursue a speedy prey over long distances and that
strolls over large areas, but is more a middle distance runner than a sprinter. The top speed lies
somewhere between 27.9 and 37.2 miles per hour. Since gallop is such a power waste, it hasn't
the energy to run so fast more than a couple of miles, or 20-minutes at the most. Such a power
discharge can wolves do when they attack a prey in open terrain or when they are chased by for
example people on motor vehicles.

After that performance, they are totally exhausted. They pant heavily with open mouth and
hanging tongue in order to let the heat out, throws themselves down on the ground in order to
get some rest and can then sleep several hours in one go at the lodge if they are
undisturbed.

One of the most distinguishing properties of the wolf, and
has fascinated people most over time, is its most impressive
social behavior. In the wolf case, the social pattern of
existence seems - to live in a pack - to be linked to its
ecological role as a predatory animal that hunts very large
grown prey, often with a body weight that is 10 times larger
than the wolf. Although a wolf can kill an elk on their own,
so is misfortune and serious or fatal damages from the elk's
kicks are so large that the success of hunting, the feed
amount per individual, for several collaborating wolves is

so much larger. A social lifestyle of the type that the wolf shows to have, requests that the
members in the pack among other things recognize each other as individuals, that they can
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communicate well and that they can establish strong, positive bonds and relationships to each
other. The family situation is then an excellent ground to build on.

The wolf-couple has often a long relation; the slow development requires a time and gives the
requisite time order to establish tonal bonds. They get sexually mature until they are older and
can therefore stay with the parents after the ordinary juvenile phase without competing sexual
partners with any of them. It gives them more time to reinforce the friendly relationships with
both their own litter brothers and sisters as parents and new small brothers and sisters. The
typical wolf pack is also in essence a family; all members except the parent couple are very
nearly related to each other.

The wolf couple digs out its own lair, and approximately six meters in lies the den chamber.
There inside the female is given birth to the puppies after 9 weeks' pregnancy, Alair can also be
a shallow cave among stone blocks or fallow roots. It can also lie in a crevice, gorge, in thick
shrubbery or amongst reeds. On the whole it seems that the lairs' place depends on the spot and
characteristic where it holds drily in the den cave.

A wolf female gladly chooses its old lair that she had the year before, and unless she isn't able
to do so. Then she builds one exactly alike, in another place. Wolf females that will give birth to
her first litter, can build poor den caves that can make the puppies to be in danger. When she has
bred her first litter, it seems like the female has learned her lesson.

She will build a better lair, in the next following year. An own dug lair of a wolf female,
containing one opening and one passage. The passage can be between 6.5 and 26.2 feet long,
and is either curved or straight. In the end of the passage is the broadened chamber that the
puppies will be given birth into. The hole into the lair is between 13.7 and 25.5 inches in
diameter and oval shaped.

A wolf female gets pregnant about 63 day, but it lies
between 62 and 65 day. The time for heat depends on
how old the females are, where they live, and the
climate they live in. The puppies can be born all
between the beginning of April and to the end of June.
A litter contains between 4 and 7 puppies.

When the puppies have been given birth to and the female nurses those, the male will go on
hunts by himself. He catches the prey and takes it home to the lair, where the female awaits for
him. At birth of the small puppies they can neither see nor hear. They also have a very bad
developed sense of smell. They weigh about 17.6 ounce at birth, but increase quickly in the first
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couple of weeks. In the beginning the puppies mostly crawled around, and it was also hard to
hold the body heat. Sense of balance, flavor and contact are on the other hand well developed.
The licking that the female does for the puppies in order to relieve themselves, also has an
important part in the social life for the wolf. The puppy's development can be split into four
phases.  From childbirth to sexual maturity, are the different phases:

Neonatal phase - the time until the eyes are opened, which happens in the puppy's 11th-12th
living day and is completed after about 3 days.

Transitions phase - the time until the week from the eyes has been opened. Socializations pose -
the time until about months of age, begins from the puppy's 3rd living week.

Juvenile phase - the time until the sexual maturity (212 months of age), is from the
3rd living month.

The thing that usually is called passive submission means that a half grown-up or adult puppy
displays its inferiority by that, to lay down, shows the abdomen with genital and the anal region
visible. The dominant wolf does then as the mother did, and licks and smells the lying wolf in
the enital area. This strengthens the social rank and also its relation between them.

The wolf female stays with the puppies almost around the clock the first week. They shall be
licked on the abdomen in order to keep the urine and the excretion process a float. A very
important chore for the wolf female and she also has very fat milk the first two week, so that
they can gain weight properly. On the eleventh day the eyes begin to open on the puppies, and
they are no longer so helpless.

At three weeks they have begun to crawl around inside the lair and have begun taking the first
staggering steps out towards the lairs exit. The female lies now more and more outside the lair,
so that she receives a little rest from the puppies. Excursions and rests outside the lair let her
regain her powers, from the increasingly more and more demanding puppies. When one of the
adult wolves comes to the lairs entrance and howls, are the puppies soon there and start begging
for food. They lick in the corner of the mouth, which makes the adult wolf throw up its stomach
contents.

The bond between the puppies and the older members in the
pack becomes reinforced, when the puppies at a month's age
begin to eat firm food. This accomplishes the adult wolves by
carrying home the food, in the mouth or in the stomach. By
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licking, smelling and biting in the lips or the corners of the mouth, can't the adult resist this
stimulation, which brings them to "throw up" what they have in their stomach. The puppy
swallows rapidly what it will be served. This behavior is called "to beg". This begging
strengthens also the social signals that the dominant and the inferior wolves have between each
other. The similarities are ever so alike between the begging and active submission.

Socialization phase begins at three weeks of age, and it is said to be the most important time in
the puppy's life. They shall learn to know its place in the pack, i.e. whom that is dominant and
whom that is minor. The social ability develops rapidly and has under this time high knowledge
to tie social, important, firm and emotional connections with other wolves. This goes first and
foremost to the puppy's mother and father, but also older brothers and sisters. The ability to be
able to do this is so strong, that these bonds even are tied if the puppy grows up along with
people or other foster parents. The bond that is created in the wolf pack is the base to the
foundation, which actually the entire pack exists of. In the same way, this also continues in food
situations.

Some weeks later will also accompany the female on the hunt, and leave the puppies all alone
for long periods of time. The mortality rate of the puppies under the first 6 months is very high,
about four of ten puppies will still be alive at the winter's approach. If the puppies survive from
their first winter, they have a much bigger chance to live until they become sexually mature.
They have after that a 20 % risk per year to die. A very common family structure among wolves
is; a parent couple with the puppies from one or several litters.

The smallest packs are just a female and a male, and the biggest pack one knows that has
existed together contains 36 wolves. The wolf keeps themselves more together during
wintertime, when the access for prey is lesser than during the summer. When the puppies are
between 6-8 weeks they stop to suck and change to firm food only. As they now can hunt
entirely on their own, they are still depending on the older members of the pack. At the end of
the 3 months period, can they begin to accompany the parents hunting. Or rather they leave the
den and become dropped off at different meeting places within their own territory. Its places
where the adult wolves often leave off captured prey.

The fourth and final - and longest - development phase before the wolves become adults, begins
when the puppies are at about 3 months of age. The change of the puppies' ability to be able to
establish emotional bonds with other individuals, are probably the most important event during
this period. This drastically fades in the beginning of the period, and after 3-4 months of age
they have very hard to form new social bonds with anyone. If they would be able to bend
equally strong after they have left the ball then should the wolf pack be able to have the strong
bond that it so well needs in order to survive. The wolf's mark is just that it has strong bonds
between a few individuals that can work like a mutual united group. This ends when the sexual
matures eaters during the second life of the year. They are then about 22 months old.
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The puppies' teeth exchange from milk teeth to the much more powerful and larger permanent
teeth at about 4 to 6 months of age. They can then begin to learn its real hunting experiences.
They also grow in size and get its final skill in mobility, social maturity and hunting behavior
and other things that can be of use for a full-grown wolf. They also gets the abilities that is
needed in order to kill a larger prey. by leam to do mistakes in and with the hunt with the adult
wolves in its own pack At the sexual maturity a new, often lifelong connection with a partner
are created that opens with a very long period of mutual acceptance and a growing positive
relationship that you would be able to call engagement time.

A wolf teaches oneself during its entire life and takes to itself the new experiences that it
exposes for it's one of the causes so that it so easily can adjust itself to the different conditions
that it experience, and so successfully have been able to adjust itself to so many different life
situations and environments.

Power Animal

The wolves of today have existed for about 30 millions years, and are by
that much older than the humans. The families of former times, as with the
Wolf pack, were very similar to each other. If they consisted of more than
3 individuals, there would never be any children left on their own. Should
their parents die, then would any of the others in the family or pack step up
and continue where the parents left off with much love. A wolf would
never have a favorite child, they have much faith in each other, they mate
for life, have clear standards within the family, the family have set rules
and are meant to be followed without any discussions. A wolf never
extends over its limits of resources, when it comes to their increase of numbers. They have no
trouble living together, but they do have those that rather want to live alone.

The skills in communication are as equal as with mankind. From birth the wolf is always
transforming when they meet and experience the world, the wolf embraces the changes, the
seasons that are coming and the lessons they can bring one another. The Wolf is helping to see
and honor the feminine side we all have inside us, and as a Water Element the Wolf are closely
in touch with the moon energies. The Wolf also helps us accept the darker side of our inner self.
To have a Wolf as a companion lets us see the reality and also learn to see the truth within all.
The Wolf let us know the lessons learned, that a transformation isn't just bad. It can be a good
one, too.

A number of tales are told about the wolf. that used to live in Europe's forest and now some of
us would like to see them there again.The wolves have always been following the human kind
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and walked nearby their resting places, caves, and towns. Over time the wolves turned domestic
and live today as the dog, and a man's best friend, that we have learned to love. We still see our
dog's ancestors, the wolf, as a predator that eats people, at least which is the picture that we are
presented within myths and scary movies. In fact, that couldn't be more false, than that they alł
should be living as solitary beings.

In Rome the Ancient Romans had a festival called Luperca or Lupercalia, which was held on
February 14". It was to honor the wolf who fed Remus and Romulus, and which then was the
reason why it later was named Rome. This is exactly the same time that wolf females go into
heat, and why they had the festival at this time of year. Then the people celebrate the time as
Christians do at Christmas time, and also to get in sync with its own fertility they would make
love with each other. As the human would become more civilized, they also would turn more
and more away from the wild wolf.

Wild actions amongst the hunters, shepherds and others that didn't want to re-plant the wolf in
the European forest broke out, even if no attack on a human being has been reported, this is not
the case about when people go out to hunt the wolf, though.

For the Native Americans a wolf has for a long time been seen as a teacher or one that finds the
way. A wolf is highly loyal to their chosen ones, and has strong family bonds although they are
keeping the personality, too. Within the "great clan of the stars" the wolf is represented by
Sirius, according to many legends the planet where all our teachers of ancient times came from.
The Ancestors to many aboriginal tribes are believed to live on the star named Sirius, who is the
Dog and therefore also the Wolfs star. The Ancient Egyptians believed that the gods, dogs,

wolves and horses as well as the human teachers and priests
came from Sirius, and the members of the Dogon tribe in
Africa still do think so today. The wolves as well as the druids,
shamans and forest dwellers that still are connected with their
wild side, are feared by the society of today.

As a Wolf is a wild animal there are many tales swirling
around about them, when they are in general just so
misunderstood. The stories tell them that they should be a
blood-thirsty creature. When, in reality, are they really a very
socially, friendly and intelligent individual. Even if the family
is very organized, are they still free spirits of nature. Making

efforts to not be involved in fights, as it's nearly not a need. Their mimicry is so fine, and a
slight change in posture, a growi or an eye, will deliver the message to the other one.
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As a tradition a person with a lot of self knowing, that by using slight changes in their voice and
gestures is known as they have something called Wolf Medicine. This includes being able to
face the end of one's cycle with dignity and courage, death and rebirth, Spirit teaching, guidance
in dreams and meditations, instinct linked with intelligence, social and family values, outwitting
enemies, ability to pass unseen, steadfastness skill in protection of self and family, taking
advantage of change. Such a person is giving within its family the support and stability that is
needed, and also providing a new solution to problems that it can be faced with.

The Wolf has some different kind of abilities and what they help with
as a Familiar. Some of the most important ones are loyalty, intuition,
community, learning, guardianship, and adaptation. The Wolf belongs
to the Water Element. No other wild animal has touched our deepest
fears and hopes as deeply as the wolf.

The number one power animal of today is of course the wolf, which goes for the shamanic top
ten as well. The untamed, wild, free and suppressed, is very modern in our times.

Look inside yourself to see what you need to change in your behavior. Do you have resistance
against it, as you can choose to just let it sink in. A good mantra to repeat for oneself could be;
"I do allow the change to happen, as it is a natural thing to experience in my situation".

The urge you feel to teach others what you have learned yourself through life, might be to act as
a good leader that you are really great with. Or the things you have learned, you should pass
along to your own children. Whatever way you may want to do it, your Wolf inside of you will
help you on the way.

The visions and illusions you are hanging on to all the time, like your experience or
expectations, might make your view on things be unclear and blurred. It is time to let them go,
in order to have a clear sight when working together with the wolf. Spend time alone, seeking
serenity. Make an appointment with yourself, and let your friends and family let you be by
yourself without any disturbance. To be away from home to take your time off, is many times
the easiest way to ease off. If you can, then try to get on walks out in the Nature. You will be
able to get in touch with your inner self, and the leader that resides in you learns from things
that are happening around, that includes even the smallest thing that annoys you, or to seek
more answers. All things that you encounter is a lesson learned, so keep focus on your
surroundings. If you use your heart when talking to others,the wolf inside of you will be at
peace. If you use your brain when talking to others, the wolf inside of you will tighten up his
act. A wolf can see through your inner self, and notice when you are lying. Use your gentleness
and utmost respect, when speaking with the wolf.
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There are always legends about the wolf, which is a wild and untamed animal. That is to all
cultures that know about this wonderful animal. The shape shifting of a man into a wolf or a
wolf into a man, is called Lycanthropia, is surrounded with many tales and legends. There are
scientific explanations that try to say it should be an allergic reaction to plants that is called
"wolves' milk" for some people, or that one of the wolves when raising enough energy within
the pack shifts to a man. Some of the goddesses could turn into wolves including; the Morrigan
of the Celts, Myatawin of the Sioux Nation and Skadi of the Vikings. A dance for the wolves
connecting all that is living, the thread spinning of life in the web; leaving prints of the places
in-between, dream and magic coming back to our world The wolves also known as La Loba, el
Lobo, that reside in our souls are waiting for your call. Don't be afraid to call upon it, it might
be waiting for you. Even if you're scared, join us anyway.

What is significant for a Wolf Woman?

A wolf woman is without fear, is strong, has the power she has, but uses it wisely. She protects
her family fiercely, is the learning one, is honoring her heart and land, she nourishes her family,
is also a Medicine Woman, still he honors every one's own personality. She has a never ending
curiosity for new starts and beginnings which sparks in her eyes, looks at the world and thinks
it's beautiful and very special. When she is totally in sync with herself, she has a glow of
radiating passion. Always knows what to do in any situation, and go ahead and do it. Her
freedom and easiness in her life, which make anyone inspired She is loyal, has perseverance and
success.

My familiar Shira

I have been blessed to get a lovely grey and white colored Wolf,
which says her name is Shira. She is my power animal and I feel her
presence around me in big and small things I do. She truly helps and
supports me, and she tells me that she has been around me all my
life. It's just the past 16 year or so that I have noticed that she has
been there. She chose me because of that I, as she tells me, was there
when she was looking for a human to belong to. Yes, it was her that

picked me, not I that chose her. She must have foreseen that I would need her strength, when I
was growing up and also for the rest of my life. Because she has told me that she wants to
belong to me forever. Talk about having life-long companionship, with a familiar.

I have once asked her if she has been around me before she told me that she had waited for me
to be born into this life. She has never in my past life had me as her companion, so she is new to
me through all my different lives that I have had. She has the most wonderful amber-colored
eyes, and they send me so much love and trust that I sometimes feel overwhelmed over it all. I
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am happy and grateful over the trust I have been granted, and I will forever be humble for the
task I have been given to walk along her side in my life and the life's after that, too.

Wolf Spirit Animal Meaning

Wolf Spirit Animals can frequently appear in your
dreams once you fear or are experiencing loss,
especially with financial arising issues, arose from
the old saying “to keep the wolf from the door” that
indicates security and not going ravenous.

Sometimes wolves can also appear in dreams when
your subconscious mind finds a clue that something
isn’t going right, and grueling to warn you and should always take care of what or who you
trust, since there could also be a wolf in sheep’s clothing.”

The Wolf Spirit animal dreams challenge us to defy and tackle what we are scared of and warn
us to not lie low within the umbrella of our latent.

These Wolf spirit animal dreams offer us strength, freedom, and consequently, the potential to
awfully protect, which is adored to us.

Wolves in dreams invite us to stay within our power and to run freely to live our most real-life
lives possible, without any worries, without restraints and shame.

What is the meaning of the Wolf as a spirit animal?

To understand the meaning of a wolf as a spirit animal in dreams, it could be helpful to start by
acknowledging the wild Nature of these animals. Wolves in dreams can manifest utterly what's
wild and “uncivilized” with regards to oneself which is indeed a scary thing to confront.

Sometimes what’s wild could be damaging, hurting, and upset as well. But on the other hand, it
could also mean free, thrill, and release. They are equally brutish and bad-mannered, but at the
same time can also be pure and untainted.

Every so often, a Wolves spirit animal appearing in a dream could be a warning towards your
behaviour, being wild, about something which is important and is threatening to you.
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But the focus of the meaning of a wolf spirit animal could also escort you to seek out the truth
that you are afraid of since evolving within.

What is the spiritual meaning of the Wolf Spirit Animal?

There are numerous narratives of wolves appearing in spiritual texts where the spiritual
meaning of Wolf is described.

Time ago there existed a Roman goddess referred to as the Great-She-Wolf, the Norse god
referred to as “Odin” was consistently seen with wolves named Freki and Geri.

According to Spiritual, the wolf spirit animal is concerned with leading others on a journey for
the right balance in life with a momentary feeling of being connected with others via which
your issues are going to be solved shortly.

What does a wolf as a power animal mean?

The Wolf as a power animal or spirit animal points
towards the manifestation of symbolic freedom and living
life sturdy, guided by instincts.

The presence of a wolf could be manifested as a guide in
your life, that might be a recall to measure your life more
freely, to lead the intensity of passion in your day-to-day
endeavours.

Wolves being wild animals aren’t easily domesticated and sometimes appear as a spirit guide,
which might be a call for participation to see what reinforces ourselves and therefore the true
expression of oneself.

What is a Wolf spiritual totem?

If you were born with a Wolf Totem, then you’ve got an original reference to Nature looking for
freedom.
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You are crammed with the extreme instincts of a Wolf Spirit animal who constantly keeps you
keen-eyed within your potential and will be helpful to balance your life and soul. The Universe
aims to create a more productive and lavish ecosystem for all that will encourage to let your
spirit alive and trust your instincts to seek out the way best suited to you.

What are the characteristics of wolves as a spirit animal?

The characteristics of a wolf as a spirit animal could be acknowledged under different themes
the way these wolves appear in your dream.

Dream about a black wolf:A black wolf seen in dreams is often related to the powerful impact
of others which is certainly negative and is solely depressing and implies darkness.

Dream of wolves surrounding you: It has been concluded that dreams of wolves surrounding
you represent communication and support in your life, which manifests how others will help
you throughout.

Dream of wolves hunting, running, or attacking you: This dream of being attacked or hunted by
a wolf indicates how you will be surrounded with difficulties in a group context. It could be a
conflict in the family or within friends or colleagues.

Dream of wolves in a pack: When you dream of these wolf packs, then it is an indication how in
the coming days you will be following a leader in life.

Dream of wolves biting you: This dream about wolves biting you could simply mean a
challenge to your life which is about to happen.

Dream of Wolf talking to you: To dream of a wolf biting you could be considered as an
expression of sorrow about how you lost something precious and valuable.
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Dream of a dead wolf: To dream of a wolf that is dead is a positive omen that indicates the
overcoming of an obstacle in a certain phase of your life.

What if” my spirit animal is a wolf”?

Wolf spirit animals are a mirrored image of ancient wisdom
which can denote that you simply got to be protected and loved
in life.

In essence, if we accumulate all the various aspects of this
dream about a wolf spirit animal, then it will be clear how
various factors are affecting you instantly.

Be it the aggressive content of the dream being an often warning that you simply try to stay
within your anger or resentment hidden from others.

Wolf spirit animal implies that you are currently
browsing important changes in your life; thus, this is
often a representation that you simply feel that things
are going to be moving forward.

The Cardinal Direction of South embodies the Fire
Element and solar energies. It’s the spark of life,
intense or gentle heat, and illumination.
Metaphysically we associate the South with the
season of Summer when the earth is abundant with
blossoms and ripening fruits and vegetables. In
agricultural times, this provided a moment of
comfort – knowing that for now providence reigns.

Wolf Birth Totem Overview

Those with the Wolf birth totem exhibit a wealth of gentility, compassion and benevolence. This
Native American Zodiac Sign also demonstrates many other beautiful characteristics including
adaptability, sensitivity and honest love toward those in their circle.
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The Native American Zodiac tells us that if you were born in the Northern Hemisphere between
February 19 and March 20, or in the Southern Hemisphere between August 23 and September
22, you have the Sign of the mystical Wolf inspiring you.

Connecting with your higher self, the Ancestors and the Divine enhances this gift. You know
the Mysteries are out there and you're always tuning into that still small whisper that provides
insight and sensitivity.

Compassion walks with Wolf, and it’s an attribute Wolf can teach others.

It is sometimes hard to look at life’s darker side, but our world needs Wolf’s kindness and
communal mindset.

It is not unusual for Wolf to dedicate much of their lives to spiritual pursuits, particularly
personal enlightenment.

Wolf Totem Metaphysical Correspondences:
● Birth dates, Northern Hemisphere:
● Feb 19 – Mar 20
● Birth date, Southern Hemisphere:
● Aug 23 – Sept 22
● Corresponding Zodiac Signs:
● Pisces (North), Virgo (South)
● Birth Moon: Big Winds Moon
● Season: Month of Rebirth
● Stone/Mineral: Jade
● Plant: Plantain
● Wind: East
● Direction: East – Northeast
● Element: Water
● Clan: Frog
● Color: Blue Green

Wolf Traits, Personality and Characteristics

Wolf aligns with the East wind, the direction of East-Northeast and the element of Water.
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The Native American Zodiac tells us that the Wolf season foreshadows the earth’s renewal and
the season of spring.

All that fresh energy gives Wolf dynamic bursts especially for starting new projects.

Water influences Wolf emotions, saturating them with empathy. Wolf joins the Frog clan with
the expressive Snake and helpful Woodpecker.

Ever-wise Wolf loves to take on the role of guide and teacher, particularly in close knit settings.

Wolf always pays close attention to family and their inner circle. This birth totem appreciates
people who speak and act from their heart, but generally avoid confrontations.

Nature shows us that wolves have highly refined senses including vibrational ones. This is part
of the reason why their spiritual instincts are so “spot-on”.

Wolves can sometimes be a little confusing because they seem to crave freedom as much as
intimacy, and will move in and out emotionally to feed both desires.

Wolf is also a sensitive creature so watch your words and how you deliver them. Respect and
honesty are both very important to this totem sign.

Wolf feels things very deeply. This is an unparalleled lover with a talent for passion. What’s
hard is that Wolf is also independent – they need time away from themselves. If Wolf finds a
mate that understands that need, this person provides gentility and compassion for a lifetime.

Celtic Wolf

October 28 – November 24

People born under the sign of the Wolf are not deterred easily. They bravely face challenges and
are ready to fight the “good fight” at any turn. Wolf always has a goal, driven by will and an
intense sense of honor. Wolf may be somewhat of a loner because of being so focused on the
end game. Nonetheless a partner who understands Wolf’s vision may find a good companion
and mate.
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Conclusion

This constant appearance of the wolf spirit animal in your dream or the dream of a few wolves
may be a strong message by the Universe to you.

The Wolf that pops up in your dream could be of a special colour with different actions doing
that recounts discrete meaning. It holds some hidden message behind, but the sport ends once
you break through the message, unlike others.

But substantially, appearing as a wolf spirit animal in your dream should be taken as a positive
omen and memorandum which will bring you to success, which is the key to unlocking the
golden door of freedom and Independence.

Bibliography:

Varg'(Wolf) by Hans-Ove Larsson, Stockholm
1988

Wolf Ciara's own experiences together with my
Wolf-companion Shira, Sweden

Different pages on the Internet, that I have had my information from, are long gone, and I can't
find the sources for them.

http://SageGoodess.com/

What is my Spiritual Animal: https://whatismyspiritanimal.com/

CRONE’S CORNER

By Rev. Pamela Maxwell Griffith HPS
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Wow another Samhain and for me another celebration of my spiritual path. 52 years later here I
am just spouting words (I won’t say words of wisdom cause sometimes I do lack that) and being
asked those heartfelt questions. What was your favorite dinosaur to ride to school on?

I have not grown old gracefully but rather came sliding in with wheels screaming, hair flying
and a grin on my face.

I now live in the south with few changes in the weather, so I do miss my mountains in the fall.
As the leaves change, I do notice the melancholy feelings starting to creep in. I am fortunate
that my mountain family sends me those beautiful pictures and it fills my heart with joy to see
the leaves change color.

As they change color, I am reminded that another year has come to a close in my spiritual
journey, and I start my yearly reflection on what has happened this year and how I react to those
situations.

Fall is a great time to do a little declutter before it becomes too cold to be outside. I go through
some of my summer clothes or items I bought and really don’t need. Start to move furniture and
deep clean my house for the last time before spring gets here. And give my altar a good
cleaning and get it ready for Samhain.

Fall is my time for reflection and shadow work. The days are a little short, yes even in the south
we get cooler, and evening comes much earlier. It’s a time of fire pits, campfires, and home
gatherings. A time to rest and start to think about our New Year starting.

Now is a time to think about what my goals are for the new year. What do I want to do or need
to do? Planning is my thing, so this is the time that I start to look at unfinished projects and new
projects to start.

The next few holidays are family ones and maybe you are not
so good with them. With all that has gone on this year maybe
you can share the olive branch and forgive those silly things
that keep us apart.

If nothing else this year we have learned that life is precious
and short. Don’t waste it with trivial things that keep us
apart. Family holidays are tough on us all but family is
family. And it can be the family that you get to choose.

We just celebrated Witchschool’s 20th anniversary. I am very
blessed with having been there for nearly 20 years!! And I
think often and fondly of my Correllian Family and cherish those moments that I get to spend
with them.

Find your tribe and rejoice in their love.
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MUSIC: “S HEET MUSIC – HOW MUSIC WENT INTO PRINT”
By Rev. Ser Eboni Nash

If you are a musician like me, I can imagine that somewhere in
your creative space or office, there is a box or bin or random
pile of sheet music. I still have some from when I was in high
school. From originals to those wonderful photocopied parts
we have all got, sheet music has been a vital part in the
dispensing of the magic of music.

In the modern musical industry, many artists create their visions on computers with elaborate
mixing and editing set-ups. Downloading music is the standard for finding the melodic magic
we listen to or perform. However this wonderful resource in sharing music has very humble
beginnings, long before technology was in existence.

The sharing of music began through hand-written manuscripts or beautifully crafted
woodblocks that music was carved into and read. Some places such as churches and court
(presumably aristocratic court) employed musical scribes to take down music, which was a
lengthy process by hand. It was in 1501 that Ottaviano Pertrucci created a way to utilize the
new technology of the printing press, thus making music much easier to copy and share.

As this shift in how music is distributed and printed, many
new techniques revolutionized printed sheet music, such as
the use of movable type by a single impression made with a
specifically cut stave and note head by Pierre Attaingnant
(1494-1551) & the viability of music books on a
commercial level that came along with Attaingnant’s latest
advancement in printable music for the greater public.

From then until now, so many new means of sharing music
in mass quantities has truly globalized music and given us
all a chance to explore other genres and cultural songs. It’s
a wonderful thing now to be able to download music at a
moment’s notice, compared to the tedious process of
handwritten scores. Though I think that our advancements
in music production and distribution have been overall
wonderful and necessary, there’s still something about
pulling out a part from my favorite work and looking at the
notes on a page. May your music always be tangible and
available to you! Many Blessings!!

KITCHEN WITCHERY: PUMPKIN BREAD
By Rev. Ser Stacey Blair, HP ~
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Harvest time is among us, what better way to celebrate the season than with pumpkin bread.
The memories of these lovely loaves cooling on the open window in my grandmother’s house
brings back so many memories.  I have included a frosting that can be put on top of them or
simply sprinkle with your favorite fall spice mix while cooling.  Another alternative is to make
it gluten and dairy free and also add cranberries and nuts to the mix.  There are many
possibilities with Pumpkin Bread.  So let’s get baking!

Bread:

3 cups sugar
4 eggs
½ teaspoon baking powder
2 teaspoons baking soda
1 ½ teaspoons salt
1 teaspoon cloves
1 teaspoon cinnamon
1 teaspoon nutmeg
2/3 cup water
1 cup oil
3 ½ cups flour
1 (15 oz.) can pumpkin

Frosting:

4 tablespoons softened butter
2 cups powdered sugar
2 teaspoon vanilla
4 teaspoons brewed Espresso coffee

1. Mix all of the bread ingredients together, adding the canned pumpkin last.
2. Divide the batter evenly into 3 greased 8.5 x 4.5 x 2.5 loaf pans.
3. Bake at 325 for roughly 65 minutes or until a toothpick comes out clean.
4. Mix your frosting ingredients together in a separate bowl.
5.  Cool your bread loaves on a cooling rack and frost.  Enjoy!

THE

APOTHECARY

By Rev. Pamela Maxwell Griffith, HPS
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Cinnamon
Just the scent of this wonder spice warms your heart. Cinnamon is a spice derived from the bark
of several trees. It can be used in many different foods and is used as a fragrance in many
products especially in the wintertime. A main ingredient in many cold weather drinks like
mulled wine, apple cider and hot teas this versatile spice is also great in a variety of foods and
spell work.

MEDICINAL

Cinnamon is full of powerful antioxidants and in fact it has more than garlic and oregano!! And
has anti-inflammatory properties

Cinnamon has been linked to a reduced risk of heart disease, the world’s most common cause of

premature death.

In people with type 2 diabetes, 1 gram or about half a teaspoon of cinnamon per day has been

shown to have beneficial effects on blood markers. (Leech, 2021)

Cinnamon can increase insulin sensitivity. This can help with type 2 diabetes. Helps fight
bacterial and fungal infections.

MAGICAL

Success, healing, power, protection are just a few of the magical properties of this fragrant
spice. The scent itself has the magical property to send us all back to when we were small and
cookies were baked, apple pies baked and warmth of apple cider with a cinnamon stick.

CLOVES
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This is definitely a flavor and scent that you love to smell in the winter. Cloves are a kitchen
staple. For everything from ham to mulled wine you find cloves distinctive flavor hard to beat.
Making a pomander of cloves and oranges is a great way to bring this fragrance into your home.

MEDICINAL

If you ever had a toothache, you know cloves!! Yup this is the spice that is used for most dental
pain. The ingredient eugenol is what gives cloves its power.

MAGICAL

Protection, exorcism, money and love are a few of the magical properties of cloves. It can be
burned, worn or mixed with other herbs for a sachet. This is a great herb to have on hand.

Works Cited
Leech, J. (2021, 9 11). Healthline. Retrieved from Cinnamon:
https://www.healthline.com/nutrition/10-proven-benefits-of-cinnamon

ARTS & CRAFTS: RUNE CRAFT ALONG - T IWAZ RUNE CROCHET ALONG

By Wolfstar Moondancer

Tiwaz Rune Crochet Along

Materials needed:

● Hook size: H or 5mm
● Yarn in 2 colors of your choice
● Scissors
● Tapestry needle

Row 1: Make starting chain of 27 in Main color, sc in 2nd ch from hook, continue to the end,
ch1 and turn your work (26 SC)

Row 2: sc 26 times in the Main color, ch 1 and turn

Row 3: sc 11 in main color, sc 4 in second color, sc 10 in main color, ch 1 and turn

Row 4: sc 10 in main color, sc 4 in second color, sc 11 in main color, ch 1 and turn

Row 5: sc 11 in main color, sc 4 in second color, sc 10 in main color, ch 1 and turn
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Row 6: sc 10 in main color, sc 4 in second color, sc 11 in main color, ch 1 and turn

Row 7: sc 11 in main color, sc 4 in second color, sc 10 in main color, ch 1 and turn

Row 8: sc 10 in main color, sc 4 in second color, sc 11 in main color, ch 1 and turn

Row 9: sc 11 in main color, sc 4 in second color, sc 10 in main color, ch 1 and turn

Row10: sc 10 in main color, sc 4 in second color, sc 11 in main color, ch 1 and turn

Row 11: sc 11 in main color, sc 4 in second color, sc 10 in main color, ch 1 and turn

Row 12: sc 10 in main color, sc 4 in second color, sc 11 in main color, ch 1 and turn

Row 13: sc 11 in main color, sc 4 in second color, sc 10 in main color, ch 1 and turn

Row 14: sc 10 in main color, sc 4 in second color, sc 11 in main color, ch 1 and turn

Row 15:  sc 11 in main color, sc 4 in second color, sc 10 in main color, ch 1 and turn

Row16: sc 10 in main color, sc 4 in second color, sc 11 in main color, ch 1 and turn

Row 17: sc 11 in main color, sc 4 in second color, sc 10 in main color, ch 1 and turn

Row 18: sc 4 in main color, sc 4 in second color, sc 2 in main color, sc 4 in second color, sc 2 in
main color, sc 4 in second color, sc 5 in main color, ch 1 and turn

Row 19: sc 4 in main color, sc 6 in second color. sc 1 in main color, sc 4 in second color, sc 1 in
main color, sc 6 in second color, sc 3 in main color, ch 1 and turn

Row 20: sc 2 in main color, sc 20 in second color, sc 3 in main color, ch 1 and turn

Row 21: sc 3 in main color, sc 20 in second color, sc 2 in main color, ch 1 and turn

Row 22: sc 3 in main color, sc 18 in second color, sc 4 in main color, ch 1 and turn

Row 23: sc 5 in main color, sc 16 in second color, sc 4 in main color, ch 1 and turn

Row 24: sc 5 in main color, sc 14 in second color, sc 6 in main color, ch 1 and turn

Row 25: sc 7 in main color, sc 12 in second color, sc 6 in main color, ch 1 and turn

Row 26: sc 7 in main color, sc 10 in second color, sc 8 in main color, ch 1 and turn

Row 27: sc 9 in main color, sc 8 in second color, sc 8 in main color, ch 1 and turn

Row 28: sc 9 in main color, sc 6 in second color, sc 10 in main color, ch 1 and turn
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Row 29: sc 26 times in the Main color, ch 1 and turn

Row 30:  sc 26 across in Main color

Row 31:  fasten off

Happy crafting!!!!

HEALTH

by Rev Pamela Maxwell Griffith HPS

As usual I have picked two this near and dear to my heart for this month.

The main thing I can say is GET CHECKED
do SELF CHECKS have your partner CHECK.
Just CHECK!!!! Be proactive in your health.
This is one we can survive!! And BOTH
SEXES need to CHECK. Men can get breast
cancer too. Ladies love your man enough to
check, Men love your woman enough to check
and LOVE YOURSELF enough to check!!!!
Enormous strides have been made in this
cancer. Donate for research, do the walks, runs,
bike rallies or just write a check. Everyone
needs to be aware and to be proactive.

Different people have different symptoms. Some people do not have any signs or symptoms at
all.

Some Warning signs are

● New lump in the breast or upper arm (armpit)
● Thickening or swelling of part of the breast
● Irritation or dimpling of the breast skin
● Redness or flaky skin in the nipple or breast
● Pulling in of the nipple or pain in the nipple area
● Nipple discharge other than breast milk including blood
● Any change in the size or shape of the breast
● Pain in any of the breast

This is from the CDC please check yourself.

This one is very dear to me as a survivor!!! This is
a very real and very subtle killer. Ladies, I truly
urge you to be aware and be a friend. If you know
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something, say something. Domestic violence affects both men and women. Men I urge you to
be aware and be a friend. No one should use violence on their partners. Speak up, Speak out. Be
that friend. Support each other.

BREAK THE SILENCE FOREVER. Let’s make this one disappear like the dinosaurs. Do not
turn a blind eye, not say anything because well it’s none of my business.

Be aware of the years it takes to recover enough to maybe look normal. PTSAD from domestic
violence never leaves. It’s there, maybe buried a little but it’s there. The triggers are there.

Support your local women’s shelters or organizations like House of Ruth. Don’t think it can’t
happen to you because it can. You may not have bruises, but the emotional scars are there too.
Teach your children to report to you if they see it in their friends.

MENTAL HEALTH
By Rev Pamela Maxwell-Griffith, B.S. Psych

The sign says it all. We are mind, body, and
spirit. If just one of those is not healthy 1/3 of
your system is down!! If you try to keep a
machine working and 1/3 of its power is gone
it’s not working too well, is it???

Now think of your life. Are you at full
capacity? Or are you a little low?? Do not
take your mental health lightly. As you can
see it is 1/3 of who you are!!!

Let’s destroy the stigma of going to get mental health. It should not be a question, it should be
like going to the dentist or doctor. You just go!!!

This has been a rough 2 years and we have the 20th anniversary of 9/11. This has been a very
stressful time in America and the world.

You need a breather. You need to be able to talk to someone in a safe environment. You need to
be able to talk about what is happening to you and how you are reacting to it.

Life today is complicated, and things have been crazy for over a year. Our children have been in
and out of school and their lives have been turned upside down. They can’t go and just be kids
and play with their friends. There has been a lot of death and we need to process this.

Our children need to be able to try and understand what is going on.
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There are wonderful zoom psychiatric centers that take most insurances. Please if you think you
might need to …you do!! And don’t forget your children. It would be helpful to talk to your
therapist about your children and maybe even get them an appointment.

I cannot stress enough the importance of seeing a professional mental health care worker. Even
if you feel like it’s just not important enough. It is.

MIND AND SPIRIT: BEING OFFENDED

By Rev. Ser Chad Blackman

Hello again my friends and family. I hope this article finds each of you in
good health and prosperity. This month I’m going to touch on a controversial
subject but one that I feel must be addressed. I quite often hear people talking
about being offended by something or another. While most times it is true to
its nature, I also find some just wanting to be offended because it’s not their
particular view of something or agrees with their nature. This is something I
was taught about in a much younger age before many of you even knew about
me. I had elders address this very thing to me that it was something I needed

to work on as well from my end not just the offender’s end of things. I was taught meaningful
conversation and learning from others even if I didn’t agree with them. I think I had forgotten
that important lesson as many may have also. But it bears to be said that when someone offends
you then the question begs. Is it because something they said or did really hurt you physically?
Did it do something to knock you down in life? Does it in some manner do harm to the greater
good? What was their motivation? What is their reasoning for the words or actions they took?
This begs the question of whether we are taking this moment to learn a valuable lesson or just
simply wanting to stick with what is comfortable to us and not budge in learning something
even in an uncomfortable situation. Perhaps the person is not aware of their words or actions.
Perhaps they haven’t learned what we have learned. There are many parts of this situation we
may not be privy to at that moment. I believe it speaks to inner work that we as people need to
be doing if we are to move to another plane of enlightenment. What I ask is that each of us
thoroughly inspect a situation before replying. As has been said, sometimes we listen to replies
instead of understanding. That speaks volumes to the kind of listening we should be doing
versus the world theme today of cancelling culture and shaming people on their views, correct
or not in our opinion. Each of us has the right to speech and a responsibility. That’s a big word,
responsibility, and I take it seriously as I write this for all of us. We need to take more
accountability and responsibility on the full spectrum. Not just what rings true with us at the
moment or what is comfortable for us. We live in a mundane world but we do not have to
conform to its standards in all aspects of our lives. Think long and hard next time a situation
arises that might cause some discomfort. Look at it to be a lesson to be learned on all sides and
embrace the change it can bring. Until the next time friends, may your steps be true and live up
to the moment.

Rev. Chad B
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THE QUIET CORNER

By Rev. Ser Stacey Blair, HP ~

Go outside for this meditation.  Sit with you back against a
tree that is shedding its leaves for the season.  Breathe in the
fall scents all around you.  As you breathe, listen to the
sound of the wind, the falling leaves, smell the scents of the
season.  As you exhale let go of that which is no longer
needed.  This is a time of letting go, letting them fall away as
you listen to the trees letting go of the leaves that are no
longer needed.  Breathe in again and let the fresh air inside
of you, cleansing your body, your soul.  Hear the season
whispering to you that things will get better once you have
let go of what is holding you back from being your best self.
Breathe out again with a last final release.  Thank the tree for
teaching you that even though you have shed what is no
longer needed, the renewal of spring is around the corner
and you also will be renewed.

CALENDAR: OCTOBER 2021
(All times listed are Eastern US Time)

“Ah, Lovely October, as you usher in the season that awakens my soul, your awesome beauty
compels my spirit to soar like a leaf caught in an autumn breeze and my heart to sing like a
heavenly choir.”
― Peggy Toney Horton

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday

1 2

3 4 5 6 7 8 9
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Tea Thyme
with Mother
and Crone 3
PM

Chancellor
’s Chat 9
PM

World
Walkers
Meeting 2
PM

New Moon

Virtual
Circle 9pm
EST

Outer Court
Dedications
3 PM

10 11 12 13 14 15 16

Tea Thyme
with Mother
and Crone 3
PM

Chancellor
’s Chat 9
PM

Great
Crystal
Web 7 PM

17 18 19 20 21 22 23

Tea Thyme
with Mother
and Crone 3
PM

Chancellor
’s Chat 9
PM

Full Moon

Virtual
Circle 9pm
EST

24 25 26 27 28 29 30

Tea Thyme
with Mother
and Crone 3
PM

Chancellor
’s Chat 9
PM
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31

Tea Thyme
with Mother
and Crone 3
PM

Virtual Circle
9pm EST

Samhain/

Beltane

If you have any Correllian events that we should add, please contact us at
CorrellianTimes@gmail.com.

CORRELLIAN HELP DESK & FEATURED ORDERS

This is a section on where to find info for the Correllian. Post links along with a brief
description of where to find the information. To submit your information, email us at
CorrellianTimes@gmail.com. The Correllian Times does hold the policy that we publish at
Editors’ discretion.

At the Correllian Tradition’s official website, you can find a list of all the Tradition’s Temples,
Proto-Temples, Shrines, Orders, and Study Groups by clicking on the “Groups” tab at the top of
the homepage. Contains the Corr store to purchase badges for stoles, stoles and robes, etc. Also
the place to find membership applications. www.correllian.weebly.com

At Correllian Publishing, you can find a number of items relating to the Correllian Tradition.
Pick one up for yourself or a gift for someone. www.correllian-publishing.myshopify.com
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At Witchschool, you will find a variety of courses to take on a number of witchy subjects.
There are free courses and supporting courses for a low fee. Come and take a look and while
you’re there, earn your Priest/ess Degree! You’ll never know what you’ll find at
www.witchschool.com

We have a wide variety of Facebook groups and Pages for Tradition members to participate in.

Order of Wolves: This order is for all lovers of Wolves. It is headed by Lady
Wolfciara. https://www.facebook.com/groups/473861443631568

CORRELLIAN GROUPS
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If anyone would like to include a brief advert for their Correllian groups, send it to
CorrellianTimes@gmail.com.

Join Rev. Don Lewis for Chancellor’s Chat, Monday nights at
9 PM Eastern! You never know what we might end up talking
about - magic and ritual, theology, history, art, social issues,
etc but it’s always interesting.

www.facebook.com/groups/CompassionLeagueTemple. Compassion League
Temple was recognized 25 May, year 12 Aquarius and formalized September,
year 13 Aquarius. They mentor First, Second and Third Degree students across
the country through their Temple and WitchSchool. Headed by Rt. Rev. Ser.
Angela Munn, AP.

www.facebook.com/mysticalrainbowtemple Mystical Rainbow Temple was
chartered 13 May, year 18 Aquarius and formalized 19 April 20 Aquarius
specifically that gives LGBTQ a pagan home on the internet. Temple Head: Rev.
David K. Fortney Jr. HP~.

www.facebook.com/ourladyofthehealingfields Our Lady of the Healing Fields
Proto-Temple was chartered 5 January, year 16 Aquarius. Located in Michigan,
they conduct family friendly rituals and participate in the Krystel Cavaliers
scouting.  Headed by Rev. Ser. Stacey Blair, HP~.

www.facebook.com/groups/templotierradegracia Temple of Tierra de Gracia was
chartered February 2018 and formalized May 2021. It is located in Caracas,
Venezuela and headed by Rev Hazsoly Bellatrix de Fira under the imperium of Rt
Rev Eblis Pendragon.

Correllian Order of Artificers is an Order for those that make or handle
Correllian Regalia, Symbols, and Sigils in many ways, shapes, forms, and
mediums, as well as other crafts.
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Correllian Order of Hursini is an Order that focuses on the historical, educational
and medicinal aspects of cannabis, while also learning different ways cannabis can
be used for magickal purposes as well as spiritual growth.

Correllian Order of Photographers and Videographers provides a place for
those interested in learning about and honing their skills of videography and
photography to share their work. This is a great place for individuals to learn how
to better utilize their skills or improve them with respect to lighting vs. shadows,
saturation, aperture, angle, subject background/foreground, the Rule of Thirds as
well as editing and alteration of photos and video. Join us if you would like to

learn more!

Correllian Order of Mousai is an Order that embraces the inner wisdom
received through the exploration of music and all its magickal properties.

Correllian Order of Seshat is an Order for all those who love Journalism and
writing.

CORRELLIAN ADVERTISING

Advertising can be done for a price of $12 a month for a 1-inch by 2-inch
section. If you would like to submit an ad, please contact us for information.
CorrellianTimes@gmail.com
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Customized Sigils: Round $5, Square $7. Contact Salena Murdock at
murdocksam1@yahoo.com.

THE GIVERS ZONE

The Correllian Nativist Tradition welcomes your
financial support!! Your willingness to help in this
effort is much appreciated. Your gift, no matter how
small, will make a difference and provide essential
support to the Tradition. Givers understand the
benefits gained by both the Giver and receiver. Have a
question, contact: Rt. Rev. Ser. Mike Neal AP at
CNTFundRaisingOffice@earthlink.net.

News From CNT Fundraising Office and the CorrStore
Auction:
The Correllian Tradition is now holding our semi-annual Auction Project. The Auction is being
conducted on eBay once again and is running from late September thru early October. If you
would like to support the next project with donated items, please contact Mike Neal via email
[cntfundraisingoffice@earthlink.net] or Facebook Messenger [Michael Neal] for the mailing
address. The Auction Project has raised thousands of dollars through the years to help pay for a
myriad of expenses that are incurred annually to provide opportunities for learning and a place
to become a part of our worldwide family.
CorrStore:
The CorrStore continues to provide a source for your Correllian Tradition regalia, including
robes, hoods, stoles and patches along with Degree Books and Books by Correllian Author. We
are pleased to welcome 2 new order patches to our inventory. Order of Hursini and Order of the
Red Tent Sisterhood. If interested check with your Order Head first as they may still have some
available from their initial bulk purchase. Both Sigils are works of art. These patches will be
available in the CorrStore shortly.
The Correllian Merchandise can be found via this link.
http://correllian.weebly.com/corr-store.html
As with the auction all profits from sales go to support the Tradition.
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CNT Semi-Annual Auction Now Live!!

On Ebay - Search CNTAuctions

https://www.ebay.com/usr/cntauctions

WITCHY WISDOM: MONTHLY ORACLE

by Rev. Silas Mimir HP ~

Message from the Ancestors:

“It is your time to shine. This is the month when the veil is at
it’s thinnest, but you already know that deep inside. Look for
us, for we are amongst you. Listen for us, for we guide you
when you do know. Shine for us, for you know that we are
forever proud of your accomplishments.”

OCTOBER CORRESPONDENCES

STONE: Opal, Tourmaline, Beryl, Turquoise
ANIMAL: Stag, Jackal, Elephant, Ram, Scorpion
FLOWER:  Calendula, Marigold, Cosmos
RULING PLANET: Venus

CORRESPONDENCE WITH THE EDITORS

Our readers are always welcome to write to the Editors. To do so, please email your
correspondence to: CorrellianTimes@gmail.com
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Are you interested in writing for the Correllian Times? Are you interested in a specific topic
and wish we would include it? Let us know! Recently wrote a research paper and want to share
it with the Tradition?  Send it to the email above!!

TEMPLE SPOTLIGHT- CELTIC CROW TEMPLE

By Rev Jared Houston Crow HP

Celtic Crow Temple was started as a Witan Shrine on January 4th

2019,  and on October 1st 2019 became a Proto-Temple of the
Tradition. On May 24th 2021 Celtic Crow Temple became a Full
Temple of the Tradition. We accept anyone open-minded and
willing to learn.  The High Priest and Temple head of the Temple
is Jared Houston Crow, who has some background training in the
Celtic Pantheon.  The Sigil of the Celtic Crow Temple was made
by one of our Members, Luna Vanaman, and we are Proud of it.
In this day and age and with the pandemic it is important to have
an accessible online presence and embrace new ways to
complete rituals.  The Celtic Crow Temple is mainly on facebook but does have a close
connection with Wild Moon Temple in the virtual world of Second Life.  We hold New Moon
and Full Moon Esbats as well as Sabbat Rituals on Second life and have Monthly Meet and
Greet on Zoom which gives the temple the ability to reach people worldwide.  The Purpose of
Celtic Crow Temple is to teach the ways of Wicca to all who want to learn, and also to be an
open-minded community as a whole.

NOTICE: All content within these pages belongs to the Correllian Times
and/or it’s Editors.  Permission must be granted before being duplicated.
Submissions are printed at Editors’ discretion.
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